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“Don’t be afraid, little girl” replied Julián hastily . . . ,
“the powerful light you just saw wasn’t the flames of hell,

but the torch of science.”

Santiago Ramón y Cajal, The Accused House

Argument

In 1867 Edouard Manet painted the execution of the Mexican emperor Maximilian of
Habsburg. Manet broke with the classical tradition of history painting, for he depicted the actual
shooting itself instead of choosing moments before or after the execution. Thus, the painting
refers to a moment that in real time would have been far too brief to be perceptible. Manet
presented a portrait of living actors whose execution has already taken place. This depiction
of the imperceptible invites comparison to contemporaneous photographs of extremely short
periods of time: attempts to capture flying cannon balls (Thomas Kaife), to take flashlight
portraits of patients that would undermine their bodies’ reaction time (Albert Londe), to
visualize the successive stages of a drop falling into water (Arthur Worthington). Like Manet
these scientists referred to an “optical unconscious” (Walter Benjamin). A closer look at their
work reveals that they dealt with a space of knowledge that went beyond the classical dichotomy
between objectivity and imagination, scientific and artistic pictures.

I

On the morning of June 19, 1867, the Mexican emperor Maximilian of Habsburg
and two of his generals were executed on a hill near the town Querétaro. Edouard
Manet depicted this scene in one of his most famous and discussed paintings, the
Execution of Maximilian (fig. 1).1 The dispassionate manner in which the painting
depicted a historical event that provoked such vivid debates about the French emperor’s
responsibility puzzled many of Manet’s countrymen. Indeed, the representation avoids

1 Between 1867 and 1869 Manet carried out five different versions of this topic. In the following I refer to the
most famous version, the one that is located at the Kunsthalle Mannheim.
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Fig. 1. Edouard Manet, Execution of Maximilian, oil on canvas, 1867. Courtesy of Kunsthalle
Mannheim.

any expression of horror, pathos, or craving for sensation. “Manet deliberately rendered
the condemned man’s death with the same indifference as if he had chosen a fish or a
flower for the object of his work,” remarked Georges Bataille (quoted in Fried 1996,
354). We see a group of soldiers firing at the delinquents who hold each other by
the hand while awaiting their imminent death. A mural separates them from a blurred
landscape in the background where a group of witnesses observes the scene. As Oskar
Bätschmann and others have pointed out, in this work Manet abandoned the classical
scheme of history painting (Lüthy 2003, 121–159):

The picture reveals the qualities of traditional history painting: an important event,
the participation of distinguished persons, a huge format. But neither the impassioned
moment before the execution nor the keen-witted or horrified contemplation of the
scene is at stake here. The action takes place at this moment but it is reduced to the flash
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of the fire, the propagation of smoke, and the tossing back of a head. (Bätschmann 1993,
104)2

Indeed, Manet’s treatment of temporality is puzzling. Depictions of executions
traditionally captured the moments before or after the historical event.

Contemporary representations of Maximilian’s death made no exception to this
iconographic convention. On August 10, 1867, the American journal Harper’s Weekly
presented on its title page an illustration of Maximilian’s death. The soldiers have lifted
their rifles to their shoulders; in the next moment they will fire on the delinquents.
In contrast to Manet’s painting, the woodcut in Harper’s Weekly aims to capture the
tension that preceded the actual shooting. A coffin in the foreground is ready to receive
the emperor’s body. Thus, the illustration hints at moments before and after the actual
shooting itself, and it allows the beholder to supply the temporal succession of events
in his mind. A similar dramaturgy was chosen for another illustration of Maximilian’s
execution, a well-known French woodcut of 1867 (see Bätschmann 1993, 21). Again,
the firing squad is ready; the commander holds up his sword. And again this gesture
obviously marks the breathtaking seconds before fire was opened. As soon as the
commander lowers his sword, the deadly shots will ring.

Other paintings of executions draw their suspense from the moments after the
execution. The Death of Marshall Ney by the French historical painter Léon Gérôme
may serve as an example (fig. 2). The painting was first exhibited in the Salon of 1868
under its original title December 7, 1815, 9 o’clock in the Morning. Like Manet, Gérôme
referred to a famous political murder, the execution of a high-ranking officer who had
betrayed the Bourbons and went over to Napoleon’s side. Again the execution was
carried out by a firing squad; again the delinquent is shown in front of a stone wall
that separates the scene. However, Gérôme obviously chose the moment when the
execution was over: The work is done, we see the firing squad disappearing in the fog
while the Marshal’s abandoned body lies flat on the ground.

As Wolfgang Kemp has shown, Gérôme’s arrangement of events opens up a
“narrative space” (Kemp 1985, 114). Gérôme’s beholder “is someone who comes
upon the scene almost by accident and first makes sense of what he sees” (ibid., 118).
As Kemp’s description of the painting makes clear, it allows the beholder to develop
what might have happened at this site some moments before. One of the soldiers, a
man dressed in black, apparently is coming from a direction outside the picture and
thus gives a hint at how events might have happened: “the executed man stood in front
of the light-coloured section of the wall to the right; the firing squad stood facing him,

2 “Das Bild weist die Kennzeichen der traditionellen Historienmalerei auf: ein bedeutendes Ereignis, die
Beteiligung sozial hochgestellter Personen, ein großes Format. Doch geht es weder um den pathetischen
Moment vor der Hinrichtung noch um die scharfsinnige oder entsetzte Betrachtung der Ereignisse. Die
Handlung vollzieht sich in diesem Moment, aber sie ist reduziert auf das Aufblitzen des Mündungsfeuers,
die Ausbreitung des Rauchs und das Zurückwerfen eines Kopfes.” (All translations from the German or French
original are made by the author if no other sources are indicated.)
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Fig. 2. Léon Gérôme, The Death of Marshall Ney, oil on canvas, 1868. Courtesy of Graves Art
Gallery, Sheffield.

outside of the picture. Following the execution, after the victim had fallen forward
away from the wall, toward the squad of the soldiers, the squad, in perfect order, had
swung back onto the road” (ibid., 111). Kemp discusses Gérôme’s painting in a study
on “constitutive blanks.” This concept, one of the key terms of reception aesthetics and
first developed in literary scholarship (see Ingarden 1973; Iser 1978; Iser 1980), is based
on the “fundamental premise that every work of art is left incomplete, in a precisely
focused manner by its maker, in order that it might be brought to completion in and
through the beholder” (Kemp 1985, 107). Thus, Gérôme’s painting offers a fragmented
narration that allows the beholder to arrange these fragments and to develop a temporal
succession of events in his mind.

In contrast to this choice of moments before or after the execution, Manet focused
on the actual shooting itself (see fig. 1): the soldiers are firing; the bullets are just
bursting out of the barrels; smoke wraps the victims – “the most declarative markers of
instantaneousness in all his art” (Fried 1996, 356). It is as if the indication of time that
Manet noted in the upper left corner of the painting – “19. Juin 1867” – should be
stated more precisely, down to the fraction of a second. The aforementioned popular
illustrations of the execution invite the viewer to develop the depicted scene in his
mind. What happened before? And what will happen next? Moreover, they seem to
promise a certain openness – as if a sudden and unexpected turn of events still could
intervene and save the doomed defendants. Manet, on the other hand, avoided any
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indetermination of that kind. His cool focus on the act of shooting leaves almost no
space for developing the scene. “The depicted moment is more important than the
continuation of the narration” (Bätschmann 1993, 67).3

Of course, Manet was not the first painter in art history to fix a transitory
scene. Certain topics invited artists to draw their attention to rapid movements or
short intervals of time. At the Hermitage in Leningrad, in Rembrandt’s depiction of
Abraham’s sacrifice, the artist shows Abraham’s knife at the moment when it falls to
earth. In his forceful representation of Samson’s Blinding we see drops of blood spraying
from Samson’s eye (see Böckemühl 1991, 16–17). However, the Execution of Maximilian
carries the concentration of an extremely short duration of time to an extreme. The
depiction of instantaneousness is not restricted to an iconographic detail but constitutes
the topic of the painting. “It’s hard to think of another picture in all Western art that
so determinedly draws attention to the inevitably aporetic nature of the fiction of
instantaneousness even as it appeals to that fiction for its basic structure” (Fried 1996,
357). Moreover, another puzzling fact remains: This moment would in real time have
been far too brief to be perceptible. The bullets are supposed to be in the process of
traveling from the rifles to their human targets, who are still unharmed. Although one
of Maximilian’s companions, the general Tomás Mejı̀a to his right, shows some signs
of physical shock, the emperor himself remains motionless, his empty gaze directed
towards the firing squad. What peculiar instant is fixed here? It is as if the flow of
time has been interrupted to give a view into an artificial interstice. The falling knife
in Rembrandt’s Abraham’s Sacrifice or the spraying blood in Samson’s Blinding still refer
to a scene that would have been perceptible – if only for a fraction of second. Manet
draws our attention to a moment we have no idea of. In reality the blurred group of
witnesses visible behind the wall in the background could not have noticed more of
this extremely short spectacle than a fast and sudden flash. Strictly speaking, the real
actors in this instant are neither the riflemen on the right side nor their victims on
the left but the fired bullets that rush in between. In an ironic allusion to reception
aesthetics one might say that the ideal recipient of this painting – the one whom it
is ideally addressed to – are the rifle bullets. No human spectator at least could have
experienced such an extremely condensed fragment of time – the instant that a flying
bullet needs to reach its target.

Manet’s painting inevitably invites comparison with Goya’s famous execution scene
of 1814 – the murder of Spanish civilians by the French army near Madrid – which
differs fundamentally in its management of time (Lüthy 2003, 138). Goya’s chronology
marks the distinct moments before and after the execution. The victims are either
already shot and lying on the ground or still alive and standing upright. Life and death,
before and after, are clearly divided. Manet’s arrangement undermines this order since
it does not evoke the temporality of living or dead bodies, of moments before and

3 “Der dargestellte Moment ist wichtiger als die Fortsetzung der Erzählung.”
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moments after, but the imperceptible time in between. Manet abandoned Goya’s binary
distinctions. The emperor and his companions are both alive and dead. Their bodies are
unharmed but with the approaching bullets their inevitable destruction is imminent.
Manet presents a portrait of half-deads, the ghostly existence of living actors whose
execution has already taken place.4

II

Manet’s arrangement of time obviously broke with an aesthetic tradition that Gotthold
Ephraim Lessing had developed one hundred years before in his celebrated Laocoon:
An Essay upon the Limits of Painting and Poetry (1766). Lessing provides a description of
what he calls the fruitful moment of an artistic narration. His aesthetics are based on
two fundamental observations; first, a painter cannot show more than a single instant
in the story that he aims to represent. This moment is an isolated fragment, which
has no temporal continuum in itself, although through art it gains an “unchanging
duration” (Lessing [1766] 1874, 17). Second, in contrast to the immutable quality of
pictorial narration, the beholder’s time is flexible and continuous. Paintings, Lessing
states, are made not only to be seen but to be looked at for a long time and repeatedly:
“Since the artist can use but a single moment of ever-changing nature, and the painter
must further confine his study of this one moment to a single point of view, while
their works are made not simply to be looked at, but to be contemplated long and
often, evidently the most fruitful moment must be chosen” (ibid., 16).5 The beholder’s
time is – theoretically speaking – unlimited; we can look at a painting as long as it
exists (or as long as we ourselves exist). Thus, Lessing’s Laocoon deals with two different
modes of temporality in pictorial art: the frozen time of a painting or sculpture and
the continuous time of its beholder, the instantaneousness of a depicted scene and the
unlimitedness of its contemplation.

Lessing’s remarks on the pregnant moment in art turn out to be an attempt to
harmonize or even reconcile these two modes of temporality. The connecting link is
what Lessing calls Einbildungskraft, imagination. “Now that only is fruitful which allows

4 In a more detailed study one might speculate about this concept of the “undead” and its potential allusion to
nineteenth-century debates in that period about suspended animation or the shifting border between the living
and the lifeless (e.g. in Claude Bernard’s Introduction à l’étude de la médecine expérimentale, Paris 1865, or in Xavier
Bichat’s Recherches physiologiques sur la vie et la mort, Paris An VIII). But as I see it such a framing of Manet’s
painting within the history of physiology and medicine would exceed the scope of this essay.
5 For the German text, cf. G. E. Lessing, “Laokoon: oder über die Grenzen der Mahlerey und Poesie,” in Lessing,
G. E, 1893. Sämtliche Schriften, X volumes. Edited by K. Lachmann, Stuttgart/Leipzig/Berlin: Göschen, Volume
IX, 16: ‘Kann der Künstler von der immer veränderlichen Natur nie mehr als einen einzigen Augenblick, und der
Mahler insbesondere diesen einzigen Augenblick auch nur aus einem einzigen Gesichtspunkte, brauchen; sind
aber ihre Werke gemacht, nicht bloß erblickt, sondern betrachtet zu werden, lange und wiederhohltermaassen
betrachtet zu werden: so ist es gewiß, daß jener einzige Augenblick und einzige Gesichtspunkt dieses einzigen
Augenblicks, nicht fruchtbar genug gewählet werden kann.”
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free play to the imagination. The more we see the more we must be able to imagine;
and the more we imagine, the more we must think we see” (ibid., 16–17).6 Thus, a
painter or sculptor has to choose a moment that enables the beholder to imagine what
happened before the represented scene and what will happen next, a moment that
clarifies the past and the future. This is why Lessing praises the celebrated Hellenistic
sculpture of Laocoon. It shows the Trojan priest in agony surrounded by his sons and
attacked by the serpents that finally will kill him. But instead of showing his hero in the
moment of deepest pain, the artist presents a dying man who simply sighs. Thus the
beholder might complete the scenario of this agony in his mind. “When, for instance,
Laocoon sighs, imagination can hear him cry; but if he cries, imagination can neither
mount a step higher nor fall a step lower without seeing him in a more endurable,
and therefore less interesting, condition. We hear him merely groaning, or we see him
already dead” (ibid., 17).7 According to Lessing it was not for moral or ethical reasons
that the artist avoided presenting his hero in deepest pain, but for aesthetic ones. The
climax of pain, the extreme of this agony would have given the frozen image of an ugly
and distorted face, a widely opened mouth crying forever. As a consequence, Lessing
condemns every pictorial prolongation of extreme moments or events, every fixing of
highly transitory scenes:

All phenomena, whose nature it is suddenly to break out and as suddenly to disappear,
which can remain as they are but for a moment; all such phenomena, whether agreeable
or otherwise, acquire through the perpetuity conferred upon them by art such an
unnatural appearance that the impression they produce becomes weaker with every
fresh observation, till the whole subject at last wearies or disgusts us. (Ibid., 17)8

Lessing’s argument is a pleading for naturalness, or, to put it in negative terms, it is
directed against representations that break with the beholder’s daily experience of time.
Accordingly, the ideal representation would allow a harmonious interplay of real and
represented time. Any deviation from this interplay is supposed to evoke a perverted
or “unnatural” appearance.

6 “Dasjenige aber nur allein ist fruchtbar, was der Einbildungskraft freyes Spiel läßt. Je mehr wir sehen, desto
mehr müssen wir hinzu denken können. Je mehr wir darzu denken, desto mehr müssen wir zu sehen glauben”
(Lessing 1893, 19).
7 “Wenn Laokoon also seufzet, so kann ihn die Einbildungskraft schreyen hören; wenn er aber schreyet, so kann
sie von dieser Vorstellung weder eine Stuffe höher, noch eine Stuffe tiefer steigen, ohne ihn in einem leidlichern,
folglich uninteressantern Zustande zu erblicken. Sie hört ihn erst ächzen, oder sie sieht ihn schon todt” (Lessing
1893, 19–20).
8 “Alle Erscheinungen, zu deren Wesen wir es nach unsern Begriffen rechnen, daß sie plötzlich ausbrechen und
plötzlich verschwinden, daß sie das, was sie sind, nur einen Augenblick seyn können; alle solche Erscheinungen,
sie mögen angenehm oder schrecklich sein, erhalten durch die Verlängerung der Kunst ein so widernatürliches
Ansehen, daß mit jeder wiederhohlten Erblickung der Eindruck schwächer wird, und uns endlich vor dem
ganzen Gegenstande ekelt oder grauet” (Lessing 1893, 20).
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It is obvious that Manet’s Execution of Maximilian depicted a moment that undermines
these aesthetics of the fruitful moment. In contrast to other contemporary illustrations,
like the aforementioned French woodcut or the title page of Harper’s Weekly, Manet
focuses the attention of the beholder on a “barren” period of time that is unsuited for
engaging the free play of the imagination. The Execution presents a moment that does
not hint beyond itself. It fixes the unavoidable fact of Maximilian’s death but at the
same time it points to the fraction of a second before this moment of death would occur.
What kind of experience could guide the beholder’s imagination within this temporal
interstice between two seconds? Manet’s management of time goes far beyond what
Lessing had condemned as “unnatural,” for it rehearses a possibility that Lessing had
not even thought of – the fixing of a moment that in real time would have been too
short to be experienced at all.

III

Manet’s Execution of Maximilian has often been related to the photographs that the
French photographer François Aubert had taken of this historical event.9 Aubert’s
pictures were reproduced and distributed in Europe and Mexico. Manet knew some
of these photographs and he used them to study iconographic details of the scene (see
Wilson-Bareau 1992, 115–116 and Scharf [1968] 1986, 66–75). Aubert’s photographs
show the persons, objects, and places that were involved in the historical event: the
eight Mexican soldiers who shot the emperor; the Church where Maximilian’s body
was laid out; the corpse presented in an open coffin; Maximilian’s coat and vest; the
empty site where the shooting took place; the graves of the murdered. One of these
photographs presents Maximilian’s shirt (fig. 3). In order to take this picture the shirt has
been fixed to a wooden ledge of a window or a door. The emperor and his execution
are represented by this cloth that Maximilian wore in his last minutes and that now has
turned into a relic. The almost rectangular form of the cloth makes it adaptable to the
rectangular frame of the photograph itself. The shirt is shown as a flat, white surface
that inscribes the execution in traces of blood and dirt. However, no chronological
narration can be deduced from this picture. The story of Maximilian’s death is reduced
to some material traces it has left on a cloth. We face a piece of evidence that gives no
insight into the incidents of June 19, 1867, on the hill near Querétaro. The photograph
does not show what happened; it represents what remained.

Among the photographs that document Maximilian’s fate there is only one picture
that presents the moments before the execution (see Scharf [1968] 1986, 73). But
Aaron Scharf judged it to be a composite photograph – a photograph put together
by fragments of several single shots – “manufactured to meet an obvious demand for a

9 Aubert (1829–1906) came to Mexico from France. In 1865 or 1866 he opened a studio in Mexico City and
took a number of photographs of the royal family, the French military, and historic sites of Mexico City.
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Fig. 3. François Aubert, Maximilian’s shirt. Collection Robert Lebeck.
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record of that fatal moment” (ibid., 73). Thus, the only photograph that seems to
have “recorded” the actual historical event is a fake – not less arranged than all the
existing etchings and paintings of the event. The remaining photographs surrounded
Maximilian’s execution; they collected relics and fragments of an event that was over
and that constituted their invisible center. In spite of their indirect reference to the
actual event, Aubert’s photographs have been argued to be Manet’s main sources
that guaranteed the accuracy of his painting and sketches, and made them “accurate
documents of a tragic event” (ibid., 75). But ironically enough Manet’s painting just
depicts what none of the photographs revealed – the ghostly instant of Maximilian’s
death, the actual shooting itself.

IV

I submit that Manet’s iconographic studies of these photographs were not the only
reference that related the Execution of Maximilian to photography – and probably they
were not the most interesting. At about the same time that Manet was painting the
“impropable” moment of death, the problem of picturing the imperceptible became
the main concern of instantaneous photography.

The arguments about time and movement and the possibility of their representation
(which become so much more intense in the second half of the nineteenth century and
the beginning of the twentieth) revolve around the question of what is photographable
and indicate that the issue here is one representing what we cannot see – time. (Doane
2002, 89)

In the early days of the medium, representing instantaneity was out of the question:
exposure times of several minutes or even up to half-an-hour rendered any capturing
of moving objects impossible. In 1839 Daguerre’s famous views of Paris presented the
Boulevard du Temple as a deserted scenario even though they were taken at noon when
the street was crowded with pedestrians, horses, and vehicles. All these moving objects
were eliminated by the low sensibility of the chemical emulsions. In other photographs
the passengers were captured as fleeting beings that darted across the scene and only
left a phantom-like trace of their physical existence. The living body simply escaped
from the photographic instruments.

In the following decades the reduction of shutter speeds and the improvement
of sensitive plates and objectives made it possible to fix single phases of moving
objects (see Doane 2002; Frizot 1998; Braun 1997). Thus, the situation completely
changed: In the beginning photographic cameras and chemicals worked too slowly to
capture movements, whereas in the second half of the century their rapid functioning
allowed production of pictures of movements that went beyond the spectrum of human
perception. In 1851 William Henry Fox Talbot took a photograph of a rapidly rotating
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title page of the Times.10 Talbot fastened the paper onto a wheel and installed a camera
in front of it. The light was extinguished so that the open objective stared into the
darkness; an electric spark from a battery of Leyden jars illuminated the rotating paper
for a fraction of a second and thus gave the light that produced the instantaneous picture
inside the camera. In his report of the experiment Talbot did not mention what concrete
scientific use such a photograph might have. He focused mainly on the photochemical
procedure that made such a recording possible. However, Talbot’s demonstration at the
Royal Institute in London established the idea that the photographic representation of
any moving object was within the bounds of possibility.

From this experiment the conclusion is inevitable, that it is in our power to obtain pictures
of all moving objects, no matter how rapid the motion might be, provided we have the
means of sufficiently illuminating them with a sudden electric flash. What is required is
to vividly light up a whole apartment with the discharge of a battery: the photographic
art will then do the rest, and depict whatever may be moving across the field of view.
(Talbot 1852, 73)

This last remark echoes an idea Talbot already expressed some years before. In his Pencil
of Nature he imagined a dark room that nevertheless could be photographed by means
of the invisible rays beyond the violet of the spectrum. Since Ritter’s experiments it was
well known that these rays beyond the violet acted on sensitive photographic paper.
Talbot proposed to separate these rays and let them pass into the dark room through an
aperture in a wall. “If there were a number of persons in the room, no one would see
the other: and yet nevertheless if a camera were so placed as to point in the direction in
which any one were standing, it would take his portrait, and reveal his actions” (Talbot
[1844] 1968, no page number). Talbot’s utopia from 1844 and his later demonstration
at the Royal Institute both stressed the idea of an omnipresent photographic art that
would illuminate what remained hidden to the naked eye. An article on the use of
the stereograph written a few years later by the American physician Oliver Wendell
Holmes shows to what extent the idea of picturing instantaneous phenomena had
taken hold of the imagination. After going into raptures about creating a systematic
stereographic library that would collect and document all achievements of mankind
Holmes continued:

The next European war will send us stereographs of battles. It is asserted that a bursting
shell can be photographed. The time is perhaps at hand when a flash of light, as sudden
and brief as that of the lightning which shows a whirling wheel standing stock still,
shall preserve the very instant of the shock of contact of the mighty armies that are
even now gathering . . . The lightning of clashing sabres and bayonets may be forced to

10 Talbot (1800–1877), an English private scholar, was one of the pioneers of photography. In 1839 he developed
the negative-positive process and thus laid the foundation for the reproducibility of photographs (on Talbot’s
work, see Schaaf 2000 and von Amelunxen 1989).
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stereotype itself in a stillness as complete as that of the tumbling tide of Niagara as we see
it self-pictured. (Holmes 1859, 748)

Holmes sketches an interesting constellation: a photograph of a flash – the bright
lightning of clashing sabres and bayonets – that would have been produced by a
flash itself. The rapidity of the recording would correspond to the rapidity of the
recorded. The spectacle of the battle would be condensed into a “shock of contact”;
the protagonists of this moment would be the colliding weapons with their spraying
sparks, not the fixed soldiers that surround them. Holmes’ allusion to photographs of
bursting shells probably referred to experiments that were carried out by the British
War Office at Plumstead Marshes in London.

In 1858 initial attempts were made to photograph a flying cannon ball. In this year,
the photographer Thomas J. Kaife presented his “pistolograph,” a miniature camera in
the shape of a pistol. Apart from his ballistic studies Kaife recommended his device for
ordinary portraits. “When he aimed his ‘Pistolograph’ at Queen Victoria he was nearly
arrested for attempting to shoot her; unfortunately this photograph was lost forever
when Kaife had to open his ‘pistol’ to convince the police that his ‘shots’ were harmless
photographs” (Gernsheim and Gernsheim 1955, 196). The instantaneous shots were
taken by means of a spring shutter; the shutter was connected to rubber bands and
these bands had to be released by a trigger key.

On July 28, 1858, Kaife aimed his revolver-camera at a mortar at Plumstead Marshes
(fig. 4). The artilleryman fired, Kaife fired too. A huge cloud of smoke rises from the
mortar; the flying bombshell appears as a blurred trace in the upper right corner. The
whole scene seems to be shrouded in fog. Some parts of the picture look as if they
were painted or retouched. The contours are vague, and details are hard to decipher.
At the time, photochemical emulsions were not sensitive enough to yield sharp and
well-exposed pictures of such rapid phenomena. However, Kaife’s photographs were
reproduced and distributed in the form of a carte-de-visite.

As in the case of Talbot’s spark photograph of the Times, it was less the concrete
information that made this picture interesting. What specific news about the flight
of a cannon could such a blurred trace in the sky yield? The interesting message
was the fact that such an instantaneous view could have been produced at all. “Its
immediate scientific significance was nugatory, but . . . it presaged great advances in the
photography of high-speed movement” (Darius 1984, 30). According to Kaife, the
exposure time of his recording was one-fiftieth of a second. In an article published in
the Times Kaife underlined the wealth of information that such a technical support
could offer: “epochs of time inappreciable to our natural unaided organ of vision,
could be made evident to our senses by a photographic camera as decidedly as the
presence of animalculae in blood or water is by a microscope” (Kaife 1858a).

It is not by accident that Kaife referred to microscopy in order to illustrate the optical
surplus of his photograph. The microscope passed as a synonym for giving insight into a
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Fig. 4. Thomas J. Kaife, Instantaneous photograph of a flying bombshell (Darius 1984, 31).

natural sphere that without technical devices would have remained uncovered.11 Kaife’s
picture illustrates the difference between the unarmed and the technically driven mode
of perception by juxtaposing the rapidity of the racing projectile to a human scale: the
two relatively lethargic gentlemen dressed in black who appear in the foreground in
front of a building. Like the head of the god Janus, they direct their gaze in opposite
directions: the one contemplates the rising cloud of smoke, the other stares directly
into the camera. But none of them is aware of the racing projectile high up in the
heaven above Plumstead Marshes. In Kaife’s words it was only by means of the later
photograph that these gentlemen could realize what they attended before but did not
see: “they witnessed the photographic fact” (ibid.). Thus, the information given by the
picture was a “photographic fact”; it was a “fact” the two gentlemen did not recognize
when it actually occurred but “witnessed” when it was over. We will come back to
this delay of the witness.

11 Three decades later the Austrian physicist Ernst Mach drew the same comparison when he characterized
instantaneous photography as “principle of enlarging time” (see Mach [1888] 1987, 133).
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In 1861 further attempts were made to photograph a flying projectile at the military
training area in Woolwich. But this time Kaife’s pistolograph was replaced by a technical
arrangement that immediately connected the shutter of the camera to the triggering
mechanism of the cannon by means of an electric wire. One and the same electrical
impulse triggered both the firing of the cannon and the taking of a picture. This
simultaneousness marked a decisive epistemic shift. The use of Kaife’s pistolograph still
was based on the reaction time of a photographer who had to observe the scene in
order to choose the right moment to touch the trigger key. In the later arrangement
this act of synchronization became part of the photo-electric device itself. Once put
into operation by releasing the electric current, the apparatus worked on its own.
The photograph was no longer taken by an observer but by an integral element of
the technical system itself. The triggering of the picture was incorporated into the
apparatus. The photograph resulted from a chain reaction; the “photographer” was
somebody who acted before the system was at work and then remained excluded
from it.

The further development of this photo-electrical arrangement brings us back to
another execution scene. In 1881 the Scientific American informed its readers about
a method to test the photochemical sensitivity of photographic plates. Under the
title Instantaneous Photography the brief report describes the execution of a mule. The
demonstration was carried out by General Henry Abbot, member of the Engineer
School of Application in Willet’s Point, New York. The author reports: “It became
necessary, one day, at Willet’s Point to destroy a worthless mule, and the subject was
made the occasion of giving useful instruction to the military class there stationed”
(Anonymus 1881, 194). The “useful instruction” concerned the question of whether
the newly introduced photo-gelatin plates were sensitive enough to fix an explosion
without blurring the details. The magazine presented two engravings that were based
on the original photographs (fig. 5). The first picture reveals the starting position: A
camera is directed towards the animal; in the background a group of seven uniformed
men appears behind a table. A cotton bag containing six ounces of dynamite is tied
to the mule’s forehead. Electric wires connect this bag, the trigger of the camera,
and another trigger key that is fixed on the table. As in the experimental set-up in
Woolwich, both the explosion and its photographic recording were activated by an
initial electric impulse. “On pressing the key so as to send the electricity through
the wires, both the fuse and the dynamite were simultaneously fired; the camera
slide and the head of the animal fell nearly together” (ibid.). The captions mark two
distinct moments of the procedure: Instantaneous Photography – Before the Explosion and
Instantaneous Photography – After the Explosion. This binary distinction would correspond
to the aforementioned classical scheme of history painting – the choice of moments
before or after the shooting.

However, in contradiction to the caption the second figure does not represent an
instant after the explosion but the precise moment when it took place. Again, the
different actors and elements of this experimental set-up seem to fall into diverse time
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Fig. 5. Execution of a mule (Scientific American 1881 45(13):194).
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scales. “The photo-sensitive plate was impressed with a picture of the headless creature,
still standing, before its body had time to fall” (ibid.). The mule is a phantom; at least
it is not easy to declare whether the creature on the photograph is already dead or
still alive. The illustration reveals the paradox of a body that functioned too slowly to
realize its own destruction. But the same delay concerns the group of soldiers in the
background. In a strange contrast to the sudden decomposition before their eyes their
bodies had no time to move – as if another time zone would rule the background of
the scene. On the first picture one of the soldiers raises his arm, on the second plate
this arm still appears in the identical position. The dramatic composition of the picture
reminds one of Manet’s Execution scene (fig. 1). Like the blurred group of witnesses in
the painting, the motionless soldiers in Willet’s Point stared at an event that happened
too fast to be experienced.

As mentioned before, the two engravings were announced as “copies of photo-
graphs” taken on the spot. But our confidence in the accuracy of these reproductions is
disturbed: the camera that is supposed to have recorded the whole scenario is an integral
part of the picture (see fig. 5). But no photographic camera could produce a picture that
includes the camera itself. Moreover, according to the illustration and the corresponding
text the lens was directed towards the mule so nothing else than the killing of the animal
could have occurred on the resulting pictures. Obviously the illustrator did not copy
the two existing photographs down to the last detail, but gives an imaginary overview
of their setting. It is worth noting that the artist added those two elements that are
suited to illustrate the different time scales of the experiment – the photographic device
that captured the body faster than this body could react, and the group of witnesses
that seem to be frozen into a time of their own. Paradoxically enough, the effects
and conditions of instantaneous photography become obvious through the work of a
draftsman. No photographic device could illustrate its own functioning; it could not
work and reveal itself while working. We will come back to this blind spot.

I would like to close this discussion of a collection of photographic phantoms
with a series of experiments made by Albert Londe, photographer at the Parisian
mental hospital La Salpêtrière.12 For Londe the superiority of optical devices over
human perception constituted and even defined the main capacity of instantaneous
photography: “We propose to call instantaneous every photograph taken in a fraction
of a second that our senses do not allow us to perceive” (Londe 1884, 138).13 In that

12 Albert Londe (1858–1917) studied at the Ecole du chimie at the Musée d’histoire naturelle in Paris. In 1882
he entered the Service photographique at the Salpêtrière where he worked for Jean-Martin Charcot and Paul
Richer. On Londe’s medical photography, see Gunthert 2001; Benard and Gunthert 1993; and Didi-Huberman
1983.
13 “Nous proposons pour notre part d’appeler Instantanée toute photographie prise en une fraction de seconde
que nos sens ne nous permettent pas d’apprécier.” See also Miethes vivid description: “Es gehören ziemlich
robuste Nerven und ein gut Theil Willenskraft dazu, bei dem plötzlichen, intensiven Lichtschein das Gesicht
nicht zu verzerren und das Auge, um der Gefahr des Blitzlichts zu entgehen, nicht unmässig aufzureissen. Das
Modell wird plötzlich aus dem gelblichen, milchigen Licht der Petroleum- oder Gaslampe lampe zwischen
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respect the use of instantaneous photography at the Salpêtrière made it possible to
fix single phases of a patient’s physiological behavior. In order to capture a patient’s
hysterical fits, Londe constructed a device with twelve objectives that were to be
electrically triggered one after another at extremely short intervals. Accordingly the
result was a series of photographs that divided any given continuous movement in
twelve distinct shots. Since most of the photographs at the Sâlpetrière were taken in
rooms with little daylight it was necessary to use artificial light (see Benard 1999).
When Londe started his experiments Holmes’ idea to photograph by means of sudden
flashes had become a common practice.

In 1878 the German chemists Gaedicke and Miethe had introduced the use of
magnesium powder that released a sudden vivid flash when burning down. However, an
unexpected interference occurred. “The sudden appearance of this intense light is able
to impress the patient, to induce him to close his eyes, change his attitude or expression;
in the case of hysterics it is even worse since these patients as is generally known fall into
catalepsy at the sight of a sudden light” (Londe [1892] 1985, 28; see also Vogel 1887–
1888, 57). In such cases the resulting picture revealed the moment when the patient
fell from the waking state into catalepsy “which appears as a general blurredness” (ibid.,
29). The master of medical photography faced an aporia: his technical device altered
what it was intended to illuminate; it alienated the phenomenon that it was supposed
to document. The only way to eliminate this interference was to beat the reaction time
of the patient’s body.

Since Miethe’s and Gaedicke’s experiments on different magnesium mixtures, it
was a well-known fact that some of the powders in use caused flashes that burned
down so fast that they fell below the reaction time of the models: “the duration
of the burning is so rapid that the patient is captured in her natural attitude before
she had time to react” (Londe 1892, 103).14 Thus, in Londe’s experiments we meet
another case where the rapid functioning of the photographic apparatus was played
off against the time of the living.15 Londe’s experiments were not limited to the

ein Kreuzfeuer blendender Strahlenkegel versetzt, dem es mehrere Zehner von Secunden ausgesetzt, ohne
eine Miene zu verziehen, trotzbieten soll. Das ist schwer für Männer, unmöglich aber für Frauen und Kinder;
diese werden in der überwiegenden Zahl der Fälle nicht imstande sein, auch nur wenige Secunden in dieser
peinlichen Situation auszuharren und das Resultat wird, selbst wenn keine zu markante Unschärfe vorhanden ist,
ein gequältes, unähnliches, verängstigtes Gesicht sein, mit geistlosem Ausdruck und krebsartig hervorquellenden
Augen” (Gädicke and Miethe 1887, 8–9).
14 “ . . . la durée de combustion est si rapide que la malade est saisie dans son attitude naturelle, avant qu’elle ait
eu le temps de réagir.”
15 A more or less romantic application of the magnesium flash is reported in Santiago Ramón y Cajal’s story The
Accused House (1885–86, revised in 1905). A photographic objective, wide open and prepared in advance, was
focused on the room where a young couple sat close together. While they kissed the man lit the magnesium
powder by means of an electric current. “‘What was that?’ exclaimed the terrified young girl, feeling the cold
breath of the supernatural down her back. ‘Don’t be afraid, little girl’ replied Julián hastily . . . ‘the powerful light
you just saw wasn’t the flames of hell, but the torch of science’” (Ramón y Cajal 1905, 96).
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use of medical photography. His observations on the rapidity of flashes could also
be adapted to portraiture. A common flash used in this type of photography would
last one-third of a second. In terms of instantaneous photography that was far too
long, because within this time the photographed subject had time to react. The bright
and blinding flash would at least provoke an involuntary closing of the eyes. Londe
points out: “In cases of very sensitive subjects the closing of the eyes is not the
only phenomenon that occurs; the features contract and the physiognomy may reveal
sensations of fear or horror” (Londe 1914, 30).16 But the magnesium flash blinded
faster than the blinded eye could realize its blinding. The closing of the eyes and
the following signs of fear and horror appeared only when the flash was over, when
the photograph was already shot. The body’s time scale remained outside the picture.
Londe illustrated this delay in a series of photographs. In 1902 the Parisian Bulletin de
la Societé française de photographie presented two instantaneous photographs taken from
a sequence of twelve pictures (fig. 6). The upper image shows the first photograph
of the sequence: the magnesium flash is triggered but the eyes are still wide open.
The second image shows the seventh photograph of the sequence – the eyelids are
closed. Thus, the closing of the eyes took seven images (= seven x one thousand of
a second). The upper photograph reveals the conditions of a modern blinding. The
illuminated faces seem to stare at something but they are completely sightless, struck
by the sudden light that flashes in front of them. In some respect these instantaneous
pictures are the incarnation of what Lessing rejected as perverted: the representation
of “phenomena, whose nature it is suddenly to break out and as suddenly to disappear,
which can remain as they are but for a moment.” Lessing’s pleading for an interplay
of represented and experienced temporality, of transitory scenes and their imaginary
prolongation in mind, is reversed. How great is the difference between Laocoon’s
sigh and the frozen faces of these individuals! Instantaneous photography established
a degree of strangeness and alienation that Lessing could not even have imagined.
Lessing dealt with intervals of time which the beholder did not see but could imagine
having seen. Londe dealt with intervals of time that no viewer could ever think
of confronting. The longer one looks at this illuminated group, the stranger their
presence appears. The scene is weird, uncanny, unheimlich as Freud might have said,
for it evokes the ghostly apparition of three persons that stare but do not see, that
are blind but had no time to experience their blinding. The picture fixes a time
in between, an instant that nobody could experience. Like the victims in Manet’s
execution (see fig. 1), this group is waiting for an event that has already taken place.
The photographer himself was blinded too. It was only in view of the later photographs
that he realized what he attended before but did not see in the brilliant light of the sudden
flash.

16 “Avec certains sujets plus impressionables, l’occlusion des yeux n’est pas le seul phénomène qui se produise;
les traits se contractent et la physionomie peut prendre l’aspect de la peur ou de l’épouvante.”
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Fig. 6. Albert Londe, Magnesium flash photograph (Bulletin de la Societé française
de photographie 1902, plate 2).
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V

In an article on “pictures as instruments of understanding,” Gottried Böhm pleaded for
a distinctive consideration of the exchanges between scientific and artistic production
of images. “The relation between picturing science and producing art has each time
to be established . . . The maxim of a mere ‘extension’ both of art and science only
leads to imprecise generalizations” (Böhm 2001, 52).17 In the present case this relation
is not easy to grasp. Our comparison between Manet’s Execution of Maximilian and
some early specimen of instantaneous photography, between a celebrated painting and
some rather unknown technical pictures, between various modes of representation,
revealed a peculiar constellation. To begin with, even though this comparison offered
a surprising similarity that remains to be explored, one should not tend to overlook
the differences that separate the images in question. Photographers like Talbot, Londe,
or Worthington differed sharply from Manet in their intentions, their use of images
and their institutional context. Works of drawing or painting had another status than
pictures produced by technical devices.

However, in the present case this part of the story does not have to be pursued, since
it represents the usual way of looking at photographs in contrast to artistic depictions.
Since the early days of the medium the differences between photography and traditional
modes of representation have been stressed, and “paeans to the superiority of the
photographic over the artistic were commonplaces within scientific discourse” (Galison
1998, 331–332; see also Daston and Galison 1992, 100–103). “Wary of human
intervention between nature and representation, Marey and his contemporaries turned
to mechanically produced images to eliminate suspect meditation” (Daston and Galison
1992, 81). This dichotomy finds expression in the little “Notice to the Reader” that
Talbot left in his “Pencil of Nature” in 1844: “The plates of the present work are
impressed by the agency of Light alone, without any aid whatever from the artist’s
pencil. They are the sun-pictures themselves, and not, as some persons have imagined,
engravings in imitation” (Talbot [1844] 1968).18 Talbot went even further when he
explicitly neglected the active part of the photographer: “it is not the artist who makes
the picture, but the picture which makes itself. All that the artist does is to dispose the
apparatus before the object whose image he requires; he then leaves it for a certain

17 “Es kommt darauf an, die Beziehung, die zwischen picturing science und producing art jeweils spielt, zu
ermitteln . . . Die Maxime einer bloßen, Erweiterung’ – der Kunst, aber auch der Wissenschaft – führt nur zu
unscharfen Pauschalisierungen.”
18 Talbot’s idea of “self-representation” is clearly expressed in Some Account of the Art of Photogenic Drawing: “In the
summer of 1835 I made . . . a great number of representations of my house in the country . . . And this building
I believe to be the first that was ever yet known to have drawn its own picture” (Talbot 1839, 206). According
to this concept it seemed that in photography even lifeless objects got an existence on their own so that one day
an inconspicuous country house voluntarily decided to represent itself.
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time, greater or less, according to circumstances”(quoted in Buckland 1980, 43).19 The
valuable seal – “impressed by Nature’s hand” (Talbot [1844] 1968) – seemed to ennoble
photography and to raise it above the handiwork of drawing: “the hand is liable to err
from the true outline, and a very small deviation causes a notable diminution in the
resemblance” (Talbot 1839, 202).

In 1887 the Austrian photochemist Josef Maria Eder, one of the leading specialists in
the field of photography, once again insisted on this clear distinction between artistic and
scientific illustrations. In a chapter of his Instructions to Produce Instantaneous Photographs
Eder referred to the depiction of cannon shots, explosions and flying projectiles and
did not miss the opportunity to stress the superiority of photographs: “How often has
gun smoke been depicted in images of all kinds. But seldom have the copies been made
after nature. The imagination creates a fleeting image and the beholder is not used to
paying any attention to it” (Eder 1887, 98).20 Eder’s explanation once again stressed
the classical dichotomy: on the one hand the fleeting products of the imagination,
on the other hand the technically revealed language of nature. Eder’s contemporary
Albert Londe shared this unshaken confidence in the success story of photographic
revelations: “However complicated an object might be, nothing is easier today than to
receive its absolutely truthful photographic reproduction. No interpretation is possible
here. Whether the object is small or large, whether it is close to us or in far distance,
it cannot escape us” (Londe [1892] 1985, 2).21 According to Londe it was the capacity
of photography “to replace the observer, however skilled he might be” (Londe 1888,
185). “As a document it has a great advantage over the draughtsman: the rapidity of
execution, the lower price and the absolute truthfulness” (ibid., 163).22

The pictures we have discussed in this essay somehow disturb such a well-ordered
dichotomy. In Manet’s Execution of Maximilian we faced a painting that developed a
quasi-photographic gaze on the scene and choose a perspective that none of the existing
photographs provided. Aubert’s photographs presented relics (fig. 3), a mute collection
of objects and places that have been involved in the historical event. However, they do
not reveal what happened on June 19, 1867, on a hill near the town Querétaro. The
only photograph that claimed to show the execution itself was a composite picture
and thus undermined Londe’s later maxim of “absolute truthfulness” in photography.

19 At the same time it should not be forgotten that these statements are only half the story. In his “Pencil
of Nature” Talbot explicitly refers to aesthetic decisions a photographer may make and links one of his own
photographs to the tradition of Dutch genre painting. On this complex and heterogeneous concept of the
photographic image in Talbot’s “Pencil of Nature,” see Armstrong 1998.
20 “Wie oft wurde nicht der Rauch der Geschütze in Bildwerken aller Art gezeichnet, aber es mag wohl selten
nach der Natur copirt worden sein. Die Phantasie schafft ein beiläufiges Bild und der Beschauer pflegt demselben
keine Aufmerksamkeit zuzuwenden.”
21 “Quelle que soit la complication d’un objet, rien n’est plus simple maintenant que d’en obtenir la reproduction
absolument fidèle. Ici pas d’interprétation possible. Que l’objet soit petit ou grand, qu’il soit près de nous ou au
contraire fort éloigné, il ne peut nous échapper.”
22 “ . . . en tant que document elle a un grand avantage sur le dessinateur, c’est la rapidité d’exécution, le prix
moindre et enfin la sincérité la plus absolue.”
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Manet focused on the “naked” act of shooting itself. His painting revealed an artificial
interstice – an unconscious no-man’s-land where death and life are neither entirely
present nor absent. Thus, both the photographs and the painting presented their own
version of what meaning such a distressing event could have. They differed from each
other in their technique, their function, and their ideal beholders; but these differences
are not to be captured in terms of a dichotomy between imagination versus truthfulness.

The most astonishing fact remains the quasi-photographic reference to the
imperceptible in Manet’s Execution of Maximilian. Methodologically speaking, we face
a peculiar constellation: a painting that developed an aesthetics of instantaneousness
ten years before instantaneous photography entered the broader public sphere. For
this happened only in 1878 when Eadward Muybridge published the first results
of his instantaneous photographs of galloping horses in La Nature and provoked a
vivid debate about how such imperceptible movements should be represented: like
artists have depicted them for centuries according to their sensual perception – or like
instantaneous photography revealed them to be “in reality”?23

Such relationships between artistic and scientific modes of representation are usually
described in terms of causality and influence. In our case these notions obviously
fail. Neither is it convincing to suppose that Talbot’s rotating title page of the Times
or the photographs of flying cannon balls “influenced” Manet when he decided to
paint Maximilian’s execution; nor does it make any sense to state that Manet’s painting
“influenced” the photographic experiments at the military training area in Willet’s
Point, New York. Such causal relationships seem to be easier to state with regard to the
French physiologist Etienne-Jules Marey’s instantaneous photographs of moving bodies
and the obvious impact they had on modern Futurist painting or Marcel Duchamp’s
celebrated Nude Descending a Staircase (see Frizot 2001, 285–289; Braun 1992, 264–
316; Dagognet 1987, 114–116). In such cases it could at least be stated that the artists
actually knew the scientific pictures in question and integrated certain subjects, forms
or techniques into their own pictorial work. However, even in cases of provable transfer
the specific relationship between scientific and artistic picture production remains to
be explained. For what exactly happens when such a transformation takes place? How
far do elements of scientific pictures change when they enter into the domain of artistic
painting? Are the resulting works of art somehow saturated with “science”? Or are
we dealing with a simple transfer of forms and iconographic motives as art history has
known it for centuries?

Scholars were right to emphasize that “the answer is not easy” (Dagognet 1987, 108)
and that the question of how such relationships have to be described opens up “a very
wide discursive field” (Frizot 2001, 279). In any case the notion of “influence” tends
to reduce these relations to a simple process of action and reaction, cause and effect.
In this process science traditionally is chosen to play the active, stable, and initial part

23 On these debates, see Doane 2002; Frizot 2001; Ruchatz 1997; Braun 1992; Dagognet 1987; Scharf [1968]
1986 and de Duve 1978.
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whereas artists needed to be influenced and inspired by this monopoly of knowledge.
In our present case this way of looking at things does not make much sense. No
simple causality between the emergence of instantaneous photography around 1860
and Manet’s painting from 1867 can be claimed. For the moment it may suffice to come
back to the photographs in order to question any simple dichotomy of “artistic” versus
“scientific,” “subjective” versus “objective” representation. They allow us to show to
what extent the messages of instantaneous photography were themselves haunted by
the imagination.

Kaife was quite aware that technical advances like instantaneous photography
required getting used to them. An anecdote should underline this fact. It concerns a
gentleman who was well acquainted with the action of a cannon; but when confronted
with Kaife’s instantaneous pictures (fig. 4) he could not restrain himself to ask: “But
what stopped the ball?” The story aims to reveal the naiveté of a beholder who did
not realize that instantaneous photography created a temporality on its own. “What
stopped the ball! This indeed was a poser. ‘But thank God,’ I mentally exclaimed,
‘this is the nineteenth century, instead of the seventeenth, or as sure as fate the stopper
of the ball would soon have found his poor flesh quivering in the red hot pincers of
the witch-finder’” (Kaife 1858a). Kaife’s historical allusion to the seventeenth century
should evoke a time when it would have been the most obvious thing to associate the
marvelous progress of instantaneous photography with magic and witchcraft. However,
it seems that Kaife himself couldn’t get rid of these associations. Some weeks after his
first announcement of a successful photograph of an exploding shell he added a report
on another series of experiments he had carried out with the help of the Royal
Artillery. But this time he called his reader’s attention not only to the shell but to a
mysterious detail he had discovered in the picture: “the likeness of the human head
which so distinctly dominates in the smoke” (Kaife 1858b).

This phantom does not appear to be the result of chance, for on repeating the experiment
it is invariably reproduced at a certain phase of the smoke’s expansion. Further, the
apparition is not, nor can it, I believe, be seen by the human eye excepting through the
medium of photography, which, in its highest instantaneity, appears to eternize time, by
giving at the photographer’s will a series of pictures of things which have their birth,
marks phases of existence, and extinction in a moment (from the twentieth to twenty-
thousandths part of a second) much too fleeting to be noted by the naked eye. (Ibid.)

Kaife’s revelation in the raising smoke of gunpowder presage the ghostly apparitions
that some decades later preoccupied the promoters and critics of spirit photography
(see Tucker 1997, 395–402; Gunning 1995). Indeed, photography of the imperceptible
gave insight into a hidden world that housed all kinds of phantoms. Seen through the
camera an ordinary cloud of smoke suddenly betrayed a human head. In Kaife’s words
“epochs of time inappreciable to our natural unaided organ of vision, could be made
evident to our senses by a photographic camera” (see above). Thus the camera seemed
to be a perfect transformer: from the invisible to visibility, from the failure of human
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senses to visual evidence. But as Kaife’s dubious discovery in the smoke makes clear,
the photographic revelations had to be deciphered like ambiguous messages from an
unknown space. How could they be evident when at the same time they were said to
show phenomena nobody had seen before? Far from simply opening the eyes, their
unexpected appearance on a photograph raised serious ontological questions. Where
had they been before the camera represented them? Did they exist before? Or did they
come into being thanks to modern technology? Were they facts or artifacts? A last
example, taken from the realm of physics, will show how scientists made sense of this
ambiguous output their seers in the dark had presented them.

VI

In 1908 the English physicist Arthur Mason Worthington (1852–1916), professor at
the Royal Naval College in Devonport, published A Study of Splashes, a treatise on
the physical behavior of falling drops of water, milk, or mercury including more than
a hundred photographs. Worthington’s “natural history of splashes” (Worthington
1895, 55) dealt with phenomena like the surface tension or the viscosity of liquids.
Although this work on liquids seemed to be an utterly peaceful business Worthington
hoped to develop information that might apply also to a solid and thus would lead to
improvements in the construction of steel armor-plates of battleships. In the beginning
of his study he shows a photograph of a projectile that entered an armor-plate and
describes the deformation of the metallic surface it had caused as “permanent splashes”
(Worthington 1908, frontispiece).24

As in Talbot’s lecture hall at the Royal Institute, the photographic experiments were
performed by means of an electric spark “in absolute darkness” (ibid., 2). Worthington
presented series of instantaneous pictures that revealed the single phases of a falling drop
(fig. 7). Again a fundamental disproportion between different scales of temporality
was at work. Worthington used electric sparks whose duration was less than three-
millionths of a second, and this duration, he explained, was to a second as a day was
to a thousand years. In 1895 Worthington opened a public lecture by focusing on this
remarkable shift between the rapidity of the phenomena in question and the relatively
long duration of his own discourse about it. “The splash of a drop is a transaction
which is accomplished in the twinkling of an eye, and it may seem to some that a
man who proposes to discourse on the matter for an hour must have lost all sense
of proportion” (Worthington 1895, 7). To some extent Worthington’s experimental
set-up embodied this disproportion. For the laboratory was separated into light and
darkness, into a space where the operator stayed and a corresponding space where the
event and its photographic recording took place (fig. 8). Both spaces were connected to

24 Since the possible military application of Worthington’s Study of Splashes is not developed further by its author
I do not insist on this aspect of his work.
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Fig. 7. Arthur M. Worthington, Photograph of falling drop (Worthington 1908, 17).

each other by electric wires. In the starting position a single drop (D) rested in a small
bowl (W) that was held by an electromagnet (M) in the dark room. A camera (C) with
an uncovered lens stared at a vessel where the fallen drop would contact the surface of
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Fig. 8. Sketch of Worthington’s apparatus (Worthington 1908, 7).

the liquid. When Worthington switched off the magnet by using a key for breaking the
magnetizing current (B, left side) the bowl (W) suddenly shot up and the drop began
to fall. A fraction of a second later the electric spark (S) illuminated the falling drop and
thus gave the light that produced the picture inside the camera. By varying the moment
when the spark illuminated the scene Worthington could determine the position in
which the drop was photographed. Thus, he received a series of instantaneous pictures
that showed the developing splash of a drop after it touched the surface of the liquid
(fig. 7). Worthington’s experimental set-up transformed the incidents in the micro-
world of drops into a clearly structured “chronicle of events” (ibid., 57) that the
beholder was invited to follow picture by picture.

Worthington’s Study of Splashes had a remarkable precursor: The Splash of a Drop,
published in 1895. Instead of focusing on photographs, this earlier work presented
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Fig. 9. Arthur M. Worthington, Etching of a falling drop (Worthington 1895, 20).

reproductions of drawings (fig. 9). The technical apparatus Worthington used for these
experiments consisted of the same basic elements as his later device. The decisive
difference concerned the process of recording. In the earlier arrangement the place
of the camera that stared into the darkness was occupied by the eye of an observer.
“The observer, sitting in comparative but by no means complete darkness, faces the
apparatus” (ibid., 16–17). As soon as the electric spark illuminated the splash the
observer had to transfer his fugitive impression on the paper. The whole arrangement
was based on a moment of highest attention where the observer faced a phenomenon
and captured it as soon and as exactly as possible. Between Worthington’s first and
second publication, between the attentive observer in semi-darkness and the opened
lens in the dark, between the observer inside the system and the operator outside, a
remarkable epistemic shift had taken place: a transfer from the eye-witnessing of an
event that actually happened to the later contemplation of its photographic recording;
from an arrangement that was based on a short climax of visibility to an arrangement
that transferred this climax into a black box.

In looking over his original drawings Worthington observed that the splashes
appeared to be much more regular and symmetrical than on the later photographic
recordings. It seemed that the observer who faced the illuminated splash only for a
fraction of a second tended to complete this fugitive image in his mind.
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Thus the mind of the observer is filled with an ideal splash – an “Auto-Splash” – whose
perfection may never be actually realized. . . . I believe that the observer, usually finding
himself unable to attend to more than a portion of the rays in the system, is liable
instinctively to pick out for attention a part of the circumference where they are regularly
spaced, and to fill up the rest in imagination, and that where a ray may be really absent
he prefers to consider that it has been imperfectly viewed. (Ibid., 74–75)

Thus the drawings turned out to be guided by the observer’s imagination. On the
other hand the photographs promised to be “the first really detailed objective views
that have been obtained with anything approaching so short an exposure” (ibid.,
73). Worthington’s rhetoric fits in with the contemporary ideal of objectivity that in
“its negative sense . . . attempts to eliminate the mediating presence of the observer”
(Daston and Galison 1992, 82). However, a closer look at Worthington’s experimental
set-up reveals that his objective “chronicle of events” was based on an illusion. The
rapidity of the spark and the rapidity in which the developing splash changed its
position forced the physicist to manipulate his iconographic output. For what we
see on the resulting photographs (fig. 7) is not a single splash in nine different stages
of its development but nine different splashes each of them photographed in another
phase. The beholder is asked to imagine successive stages of one continuously moving
object where actually nine different objects are presented. Worthington supplied his
experimental object with multiple identities. The electro-photographic apparatus was
constructed for one recording at a time; for every new turn it had to be brought into its
starting position again, another photographic plate had to be installed. Thus, the time
that flew between the single shots was not, as the caption claims, hundreds of a second
but covered minutes, maybe hours or days, depending on how Worthington arranged
his personal working hours. Maybe he smoked a cigar or went for a walk between the
first and the second picture of the series. It remains unknown what happened between
the pictures. The photographic series pretend to reveal a chronological narration but
in fact they were mere additions of unconnected single shots. Like the composite-
photograph of Maximilian’s execution that brought all the single shots together, their
coherence is arranged, as Worthington invites us to imagine an event that never took
place. Moreover, there was no evidence to arrange this pictorial narration in vertical
rows as Worthington did in the present example (fig. 7). This order obviously tended
to imitate the direction of the falling drop itself. In other cases Worthington created
horizontal lines or symmetrical clusters of three or four photographs. Thus the visual
arrangement of the photographs did not correspond to any given, natural order but
was based on aesthetic decisions or optical conventions.

Worthington’s case finally makes clear that the information revealed by the technical
apparatus had to be converted, for it did not speak for itself. No original language for
the imperceptible existed. In the end Worthington’s “surprise at the revelation of so
much where so little was expected” had to be expressed in terms of the visible and well-
known world. In this shift from the hidden events in a dark space to the description
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of their photographic doubles imagination came into play again. Like Kaife’s human
head in the smoke, the hidden world of splashes seemed to reveal familiar forms.
Worthington identifies splashes in the shape of “domes,” “columns,” and “walls”;
there are “hollow shells,” “craters,” and “arms” or drops that look like “cakes” and
“baskets.” It is not surprising that D’Arcy Thompson in his book On Growth and Form
(1917) referred to Worthington”s morphology of drops when he looked for natural
forms that resembled the shape of medusoids and polyps (see Kemp 2000). In his
morphological descriptions Worthington even referred to literature. The bubbles his
big drops left on the surface of water were linked with Robert Louis Stevenson’s story
Inland Voyage where the rain transformed the Belgian canals into “an infinity of little
crystal fountains” (Worthington 1895, 48).

Like the engineers in Willet’s Point, like Talbot, Kaife, or Londe, Worthington had
to deal with a black box. In the course of his experiments he became aware that far from
delivering visual evidence, his apparatus turned into an object of experimental research
itself. In “absolute darkness” it was hard to distinguish facts from artifacts. Worthington’s
case reveals what according to Vilém Flusser is true for any photographic apparatus:
The operator “dominates the apparatus by controlling its outsides (input and output)
and he is dominated by the apparatus thanks to the opacity of its inside.”25 In order
to let the distinct splashes appear as if they were one single splash, it was absolutely
necessary to create stable conditions: same size of drops, same weight, identical physical
behavior.

Worthington did not ignore the technical difficulties that occurred here. Slight
variations in the charge of the electric battery could cause a bigger or smaller discharge
and thus influence the conditions of illumination. The switching of the electromagnet
needed time and this time could differ depending on the temperature of the iron or
the strength of the electric current. Finally, the variation of the slight adhesion of the
drop to the smoked watch-glass that supported it in the starting position influenced
the oscillations to which the drop was subjected as it descended. These potential
sources of errors and artifacts make it obvious that at some point in his experiments
Worthington’s apparatus turned into an object of investigation itself. Dealing with the
imperceptible required the use of machines that to some extent were imperceptible
themselves. Their functioning was hard to control since they operated in the dark.
This becomes very clear when Worthington started to examine the functioning of
his apparatus by taking spark photographs of his machine while it was working
in the dark. In his study Worthington presents some self-portraits of his apparatus
(see Worthington 1908, plate 2). The exact functioning of the device depended
among other conditions on the regular behavior of the “timing sphere” (see T in
fig. 8, left). When the timing sphere fell down it touched the two contacts (fig. 8,
S left) and thus caused the electric spark (S, right) that finally illuminated the drop.

25 “Der Funktionär beherrscht den Apparat dank der Kontrolle seiner Außenseiten (des Input und Output) und
wird von ihm beherrscht dank der Undurchsichtigkeit seines Inneren” (Flusser 1992, 26).
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The timing sphere and the drop fell together and as soon as the timing sphere caused
the electric spark a photograph was taken. In a series of experiments Worthington
tested the accuracy of this timing. Interestingly enough these photographs were taken
by means of a timing sphere again (see Worthington 1908, 9–14). The photographs
were based on the technology they were supposed to investigate. The test couldn’t test
itself; the blind spot did not appear but was transferred from one place to another.

VII

These conditions also concerned the beholder of such pictures. Instantaneous
photographs led into an ambiguous sphere of knowledge. They passed as true recordings
of phenomena, but it was difficult to verify their truthfulness since that remained
beyond immediate experience. The camera furnished images without perceptible
models. It is this evocation of the invisible that Walter Benjamin described as the
“optical unconscious”:

For it is another nature that speaks to the camera than that which speaks to the eye:
“another” in the sense that a space informed by human consciousness gives way to a
space informed by the unconscious. Whereas it is a commonplace that, for example,
we have some idea what is involved in the act of walking, if only in general terms, we
have no idea at all what happens during the fraction of a second when a person steps
out. Photography, with its devices of slow motion and enlargement, reveals the secret. It
is through photography that we first discover the existence of this optical unconscious.
(Benjamin [1931] 1979, 243)

Perhaps Benjamin had Etienne Jules Marey’s physiological research in mind when he
alluded to photographs that reveal “what happens during the fraction of a second when
a person steps out.”26 In any case he points out that instantaneous photographs evoke
a kind of reality of which otherwise we have no intuition. As Kaife’s discovery in the
smoke makes clear, this world was peopled by phantoms – no matter whether one treats
them as “artistic” or “scientific.” The information given by instantaneous photographs
was anything but evident. On the contrary, it needed to be converted for it did not
correspond to the beholder’s experience of time. As Joel Snyder has shown, Marey
himself was thoroughly aware of this split (see Snyder 1998). In his Mouvement (1894)
he described the viewer’s attitude towards instantaneous photographs as a sensation
of strangeness and oddness. He uses these terms specifically in relation to a series of
instantaneous photographs showing his assistant Georges Demeny whose physiognomy
was photographed while he was pronouncing certain words or sentences such as “Vive
la France” or “Je vous aime” (fig. 10).27 What the eye-witnesses of this scene perceived

26 On Marey’s photographic studies of moving bodies, see Frizot 2001; Braun 1992; and Dagognet 1987.
27 Demeny (1850–1918) planned to use these photographic studies for the teaching of deaf mutes; on Demeny,
see Braun 1992 and Frizot 2001.
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Fig. 10. Instantaneous photograph of Geoges Demeny pronouncing “Je vous aime.”
Musée Marey, Beaune.
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as the usual appearance of a speaking man turned into a description of strangeness, even
ugliness: “The series of photographs thus obtained showed the periodical repetition
of the facial expression, but so curiously contracted were the muscles of expression
that the appearance was rather that of an ugly grimace” (Marey 1895, 182). The last
three images of the sequence reveal this effect with particular vividness – in the upper
part an unmoved face, in the lower part two rows of bared teeth with a grotesquely
moving tongue in between . . . [A]nd yet,” Marey assures, “simply to watch him there
was nothing extraordinary in the man’s expression” (ibid.). The photograph excludes
the ordinary personal perception of the scene in real time. It evokes what nobody had
actually seen, and, moreover, what nobody could even compare or associate with his
own sensual experience. In the final chapter of his book Marey drew a remarkable
conclusion of this photographic surplus:

Although chronophotography represents the successive attitudes of a moving object, it
affords a very different picture from that which is actually seen by the eye when looking
at the object itself. In each attitude the object appears to be motionless, and movements,
which are successively executed, are associated in a series of images, as if they were
all being executed at the same moment. The images, therefore, appeal rather to the
imagination than to the senses. (Ibid., 304)

In his conclusion Marey clearly expressed the hybrid character of instantaneous
photography. On the one hand it yielded depictions of the imperceptible, on the
other it produced pictorial artifacts that turned motion into motionlessness, temporal
succession into simultaneity. Marey’s conclusion might reveal some similarities with
Lessing’s pleading for imagination. But in Lessing’s eyes the imaginary continuation of
a given scenario took place in a space informed by daily experience, whereas Marey
deals with a space where immediate experience has been cut off. By delivering a “very
different picture from that which is actually seen” instantaneous photography defined a
blank of perception that needed to be filled. According to Worthington, it had to “be
observed that the absolute darkness and other conditions necessary for photography are
not very favourable for direct vision” (Worthington 1895, 76). The indirect vision he
therefore created by means of his instruments opened a space that nobody could keep
free from imagination. Londe’s watchword to “replace the observer” covered only half
of the story. It has to be stressed that the technical devices I discussed in this paper were
irreplaceable. No one else went into the black box. On the other side the observer
intervened as soon as he searched for orientation in the semi-darkness of which these
devices made him aware.
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